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Dear Sir/Madam

DISCUSSION PAPER1— REPORTING THE FINANCIAL EFFECTS OF RATE REGULATION

National Grid welcomes the opportunity to comment on this important topic.

About National Grid pie
National Grid’s principal activities involve the transmission and distribution of electricity and gas in Great
Britain and northeastern United States.

We own and operate the electricity transmission network in England and Wales and we are the electricity
system operatorfor Great Britain. We are the sole owner and operator of gas transmission infrastructure
in Great Britain and of four regional gas distribution networks.

In the United States, we own and operate electricity transmission and distribution facilities, electricity
generation units and gas distribution facilities. We also supply electricity and gas to our customers.

We are the largest utility in the United Kingdom and one of the largest in the United States. We are listed
on both the London and New York stock exchanges and have a significant publicly held debt portfolio.
Our equity and debt instrurnents are widely held with a mix of institutional and individual2 investors
spread across the globe.

95% of our revenues, representing over £14 billion3, are generated through regulated activities and we
work with 5 different regulators to establish 20 separate regulatory agreements.

The size and complexity of our business, along with our diversified investor base, make it critical for us to
provide high quality, clear and understandable financial information.

Our comments
We appreciate the IASB’s affirmation that “the objective of general purpose financial reporting is to
provide financial information about the reporting entity that is useful to existing and potential investors,
lenders and other creditors in making decisions about providing resources to the entity” [DP paragraph
2.3].

DP/2014/2, referred to in this letter as “the discussion paper” or “Dl”.
- We have over 950,000 individual shareholders on our register as at 12 January 2015.

For the year ended 31 March 2014.
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We believe that to fully achieve this objective, new guidance is required for regulated activities that
reflects the economic differences between regulated businesses and competitive market participants. In
this regard our view has changed from that expressed in our 2009 response to the IASB’s exposure draft
on this topic. Over the last few years we have seen a significant change in the complexity and
sophistication of regulatory arrangements, a trend we expect to continue in to the future. Coupled with
the increasing frequency of abnormal weather events affecting volumes, we expect to see larger and
more volatile regulatory balances.

For example, in the financial year ended March 2011 we received an in-year timing benefit of
£274 million as a result of weather related volume fluctuations. This represented over 10% of reported
profit before tax for the year. In the financial year ended March 2013 we incurred storm related
expenses of £136 million or 5% of profit before tax. These material events affect the in-year reported
earnings under IFRS, however do not affect the medium- and long-term economic performance of the
business as these balances will be recouped or repaid to customers in the following periods.

We have heard consistently from our investors that IFRS earnings measures are of limited value for our
business and as a result we have adopted a range of non-GAAP measures that better reflect the
underlying economic performance of our business. following the introduction of the kIlO regulatory
framework in the UK, our Audit Committee also questioned whether our IFRS financial statements
continued to provide a true and fair view of our financial performance and position. While we believe
they do, we further evolved the financial analysis and non-CAAP measures included outside of the
financial statements to ensure that the Annual Report and Accounts, taken as a whole, remained fair,
balanced and understandable.

We strongly encourage the Board to continue this research project and at its conclusion, to issue
guidance that allows regulated businesses to prepare financial statements that fully reflect their
economic performance and position.

The Attachment includes our response to the questions raised in the discussion paper. In summary, we
would highlight:

• We believe that rate regulation creates a unique economic environment that warrants industry
specific guidance.

• A revenue model consistent with IFRS 15 ‘Revenue from Contracts with Customers’ appears to
best reflect that economic environment. Please refer to our response to question 7 for more
details.

• We are concerned that a disclosure only approach may be progressed as a ‘half way house’ to
appease conflicting interests, but believe this would be to the detriment of financial reports.

We would welcome the opportunity to discuss our views with the Board or IASB staff.

I
Regards

infield
rector
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Responses: Reporting the Financial Effects of Rate Regulation

Question 1
(a) What information about the entity’s rate-regulated activities and the rate-regulatory
environment do you think preparers of financial statements need to include in their financial
statements or accompanying documents such as management commentary?
Please specify what information should be provided in:
(i) the statement of financial position;
(ii) the statement(s) of profit or loss and other comprehensive income;
(iii) the statement of cash flows;
(iv) the note disclosures; or
(v) the management commentary.

We believe that specific and detailed disclosure requirements cannot be determined until an
accounting model has been settled, however in general, based on our discussions with the users of
our accounts, we would summarise their requirements on this topic as: sufficient information to
understand the performance of the company; the nature of the transactions in the accounts; the
risks and uncertainties surrounding amounts recognised; and how and when assets and liabilities will
be converted to cash.

We believe this would involve a description, within the management commentary that accompanies
the financial statements, of the regulatory environment(s) in which the company operates, the
nature or features of the regulatory agreement(s), and a description of the key drivers of
performance. Within the financial statements, we believe this would include an accounting policy
note, description of principal risks and uncertainties, along with appropriate disclosure of the nature
of the regulatory assets and liabilities disaggregated into meaningful categories, a reconciliation of
the movements in those categories during the period, and a summary of the expected timeframes
that the amounts will be collected or returned to customers.

We do not believe that disclosure requirements should be required by regulatory jurisdiction or
necessarily by rate regulated activity. This can result in a significant amount of information for
entities such as National Grid and would lead to disclosures that are many pages long without
benefit to users. Rather the disclosure requirements should require the disaggregation of
information based on principals of risk and/or differences in the underlying nature of the assets and
liabilities. Any disclosures should be made with regard to the segment disclosures made in
accordance with IFRS 8 ‘Operating Segments’. This principles based approach will allow preparers to
better assess what information is meaningful to users based on the nature of their activities and
regulatory agreements.

Question 1
(b) How do you think that information would be used by investors and lenders in making investment
and lending decisions?

By removing the disconnect between economic and financial performance (refer to our response to
question 7 for more information), users will better understand the performance of the regulated
business in the period and be able to readily compare it with prior periods; and to forecast future
possible performance for the purpose of making investment decisions.
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Question 2
Are you familiar with using financial statements that recognise regulatory deferral account balances
as regulatory assets or regulatory liabilities, for example, in accordance with US generally accepted
accounting principles (GAAP) or other local GMP or in accordance with IFRS 14? If so, what
problems, if any, does the recognition of such balances cause users of financial statements when
evaluating investment or lending decisions in rate-regulated entities that recognise such balances
compared to:
(a) non-rate-regulated entities; and
(b) rate-regulated entities that do not recognise such balances?

National Grid has a number of US utility subsidiaries which report under US GAAP and therefore
recognise regulatory assets and liabilities in accordance with ASC 980. The accounting under US
GAAP has been applicable for many years and therefore the nature of the balances is well
understood.

However, the nature of utility regulation has changed significantly since ASC 980 (and its
predecessor FAS 71) was introduced. We believe that the cost deferral methodology used in ASC 980
is not appropriate for modern-day regulation, particularly the regulatory agreements governing the
services we provide in the UK which has many incentive-based performance features.

While we do receive questions from investors on regulatory assets and liabilities, their focus is on
trying to understand how the disclosed amounts affect future cash flows, in particular the timing of
cash flows.

Question 3
Do you agree that, to progress this project, the IASB should focus on a defined type of rate
regulation (see Section 4) in order to provide a common starting point for a more focused discussion
about whether rate regulation creates a combination of rights and obligations for which specific
accounting guidance or requirements might need to be developed (see paragraphs 3.6—3.7)? If not,
how do you suggest that the lASB should address the diversity in the types of rate regulation
summarised in Section 3?

We agree with this approach as a way to simplify the early phases of this research project. We
caution however that the scope of any guidance issued should be established based on the
principles that give rise to the unique economic environment that establishes the regulated
businesses rights and obligations rather than focusing on a definition of regulation. Focusing on a
definition of regulation for the purposes of setting the scope of any guidance may inadvertently limit
its application.
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Question 4
Paragraph 2.11 notes that the IASB has not received requests for it to develop special accounting
requirements for the form of limited or ‘market’ rate regulation that is used to supplement the
inefficient competitive forces in the market (see paragraphs 3.30—3.33).
(a) Do you agree that this type of rate regulation does not create a significantly different economic
environment and, therefore, does not require any specific accounting requirements to be
developed? If not, why not?
(b) If you agree that this type of rate regulation does not require any specific accounting
requirements, do you think that the IASB should, alternatively, consider developing specific
disclosure requirements? If so, what would you propose and why?

No response provided.

Question S
Paragraphs 4.4—4.6 summarise the key features of defined rate regulation. These features have been
the focus of the IASB’s exploration of whether defined rate regulation creates a combination of
rights and obligations for which specific accounting guidance or requirements might be developed in
orderto provide relevant information to users of general purpose financial statements.
(a) Do you think that the description of defined rate regulation captures an appropriate population
of rate-regulatory schemes within its scope? If so, why? If not, why not?
(b) Do you think that any of the features described should be modified in order to include or exclude
particular types of rate-regulatory schemes or rate-regulated activities included within the scope of
defined rate regulation? Please specify and give reasons to support any modifications to the features
that you suggest, with particular reference to why the features may or may not give rise to
circumstances that result in particular information needs for users of the financial statements.
(c) Are there any additional features that you think should be included to establish the scope of
defined rate regulation or would you omit any of the features described? Please specify and give
reasons to support any features that you would add or omit.

For the most part we believe that the description of defined rate regulation is appropriate, however
please refer to our response to question 3.

In addition, we believe that the elements set out in paragraphs 4.5 and 4.6 of the discussion paper
(the revenue requirement and regulatory adjustment mechanism) are primary factors that give rise
to the unique economic environment and should be presented as such. The other elements listed
should be considered further indicators.

Notwithstanding our response to question 3, if these features are to be used to determine the scope
of any proposed guidance, we believe the wording of each of these features need to be carefully
considered to avoid ambiguity and ensure all relevant types of regulation are captured.

For example, the phrase “little or no choice but to purchase essential goods or services from the
rate-regulated entity” may mean many operations with the regulatory revenue mechanism
described above, could fail the criteria. Our own gas businesses in the United States are obligated to
supply gas to customers that have not selected an alternate supplier. Our regulatory agreements
therefore include a regulatory revenue mechanism that allows us to bill customers for the cost of
the commodity supplied and includes a true up mechanism to allow collection or repayment of any
under- or over-billing. We believe this service should be included within the scope of regulated
activities as we are obligated to provide the service as a condition of our licence, the cost of supply is
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included in the revenue requirement, it is highly probable that we will collect the revenue, and our
ability to collect the revenue is not tied to any individual customer. However as commodity supply is
deregulated in these jurisdictions, there is competition in the market and customers may choose
another supplier. Therefore, the little or no choice criteria” may appear to exclude this activity from
scope. Rather than using the phrase ‘little or no choice” the concept of inelastic demand may be
more helpful in capturing all relevant activities.

In addition paragraph 4.4 (c) refers to establishing rates that “support the financial viability of the
rate-regulated entity”. Whilst the rate set by the regulator would typically support the financial
viability of the rate regulated entity, it is unlikely that regulators would say they set rates for that
purpose. Remaining financially viable is typically an obligation the regulator places on the entity. In
our experience, regulators usually say they set rates to provide a fair return or something similar.
We believe it would be better to use wording more consistent with that used by the regulators so
that there is reduced risk of misunderstanding or unnecessary debate as to which entities are in
scope.

We do not propose any additional features.

Question 6
Paragraphs 4.62—4.72 contain an analysis of the rights and obligations that arise from the features of
defined rate regulation.
(a) Are there any additional rights or obligations that you thinkthe IASB should consider? Please
specify and give reasons.
(b) Do you think that the IASB should develop specific accounting guidance or requirements to
account for the combination of rights and obligations described? Why or why not?

We do not believe there are any additional rights or obligations the IASB should consider.

We believe that specific accounting guidance and requirements should be developed for rate
regulated activities.
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Question 7
Sections outlines a number of possible approaches that the IASB could consider developing further,
depending on the feedback received from this Discussion Paper. It highlights some advantages and
disadvantages of each approach.
(a) Which approach, if any, do you think would best portray the financial effects of defined rate
regulation in IFRS financial statements and is most likely to provide the information that investors
and lenders consider is most relevant to help them make their investing and lending decisions?
Please give reasons for your answer?
(b) Is there any other approach that the IASB should consider? If so, please specify and explain how
such an approach could provide investors and lenders with relevant information about the financial
effects of rate regulation.
(c) Are there any additional advantages or disadvantages that the IASB should consider before it
decides whether to develop any of these approaches further? If so, please describe them.

If commenting on the asset/liability approach, please specify, if it is relevant, whether your
comments reflect the existing definitions of an asset and a liability in the Conceptual Framework or
the proposed definitions suggested in the Conceptual Framework Discussion Paper, published in July
2013.

The possible approaches outlined in the discussion paper are not sufficiently developed for us to
definitively comment on their suitability or effectiveness. However, based on the information
provided and our own analysis, as discussed below, we believe that a revenue model, where the
regulatory agreement determines the revenue earned, best reflects the economic environment
created by rate regulation.

To this end, we believe the IASB should consider whether an IFRIC interpretation of IFRS 15 may be
an appropriate method of addressing the unique economic environment created by rate regulation.
While we acknowledge that IFRIC has reviewed this topic in the past, in light of the issuance of
IFRS 15 subsequent to that review, it may be appropriate to revisit this option.

As an alternative, the IASB could consider amending IFRS 15 or issuing an alternative revenue
standard applicable for regulated activities.

We are aware that there are a number of arguments being put forward to justify the recognition of
regulatory assets and liabilities or to allow regulated businesses to recognise revenue in accordance
with their regulatory agreements such as the ‘collective customer’ argument and recognising a
‘right to bill’ asset and ‘obligation to repay’ liability in accordance with the regulatory agreement. All
of these arguments have merits and we are broadly supportive of each view.

For your information, below we have outlined how we have thought about this topic and how it
would apply to us as a regulated business. We have also outlined how our suggested revenue
approach could operate in practice.

Why develop industry specific guidance for regulated businesses?

We believe that the existence of rate regulation creates a unique economic environment that
justifies an alternate accounting model. Under existing international accounting standards revenue
is recognised based on a contract (or equivalent relationship) with a customer. As discussed below,
we believe that in a rate regulated environment the regulatory agreement is equivalent to a contract
with the customer and performance against that agreement determines the regulated business’
performance.

I
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One of the main arguments against recognising regulatory assets and liabilities is that if the entity
ceased trading today or if all customers stopped procuring the services today, the regulated business
would have no right to collect or obligation to repay the regulated assets and liabilities (and
therefore theyfail the ‘control’ and ‘past event’ tests for assets and liabilities in the conceptual
framework). This is a result of the right to recover/obligation to repay being linked to changes in
future prices charged for future services. That is, if future activities are not undertaken then no
billing occurs and the entity does not recover or repay any regulatory assets and liabilities.

We believe that this argument does not reflect the unique economic environment in which rate
regulated businesses operate.

It is implausible for a regulated business to cease trading. The regulatory and legal frameworks that
regulatory businesses operate within will ordinarily include safeguards to prevent this from
happening. For instance within our Group, many of our regulated businesses have ‘ring fence’
provisions that prevent a parent company from risking the financial stability of the regulated
business. This is also a consideration of the regulator when setting the ‘fair return’ on assets as
noted in the discussion paper. Further due to the essential nature of the services, if an unexpected
event meant that a regulated business failed, government or some other entity could and would
step in to continue providing the service. In some areas there is specific legislation to facilitate the
transfer of the utility assets in such cases.

As a result, regulated businesses should only be viewed in the context of being a going concern.

What are we proposing?

We propose that new guidance be developed, such that for rate regulated activities, the regulatory
agreement becomes the focal contract for recognising revenue. As a result the performance
obligations within the regulatory agreement are used to determine when revenue has been earned.

Why is the regulatory agreement an appropriate contract to determine revenue recognition?

1) The regulatory agreement fulfils the same role as a customer contract in a competitive market
In a competitive environment, a customer has the ability to negotiate with a supplier to determine
factors such as price and quality. If an agreement cannot be reached, the customer can look to
alternate suppliers, or can choose not to obtain the good or service.
In the type of environment in which rate regulation exists, the customer does not have the ability to
negotiate due to the monopolistic characteristics of the supplier (ie there is no alternate supplier to
choose from) nor can they choose to forego the goods or services (due to the essential nature of the
services).

It is therefore the negotiation between the regulated entity and the regulator that establishes the
terms of service for the regulated activity. As a result the regulatory agreement has parity with a
customer contract in a competitive market.

2) The regulator represents the customers and the regulatory agreement is binding on them
The role of the regulator is to represent the customers who, as discussed above, have limited
leverage in any negotiation. The outcome of the negotiation then becomes binding on the
customer. In this negotiation the regulator will balance the needs of the regulated business to earn
a fair return and, through rights of appeal, the regulated business is safeguarded against a regulator
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abusing their powers. Therefore it is appropriate to consider the regulatory agreement as an
intrinsic element of the contract between the regulated business and the customer.

3) Performance against the regulatory agreement determines economic performance

The supply of services to the customer does not typically affect economic performance in the
medium to longer term. Rather, the economic effect of rate regulation is that short term changes in
usage do not alter the amount of revenue that an entity earns as the billed revenue is ‘trued up’ to
the allowed revenue by adjusting future billings to customers to compensate for any short term
under- or over-collection. Therefore these under- or over-collections are only a question of timing of
collection, and not a reflection of performance.

As a result, the supply of transmission and distribution services by itself typically does not affect the
economic performance of the regulated business. Instead, the economic performance of the
regulated entity is affected by the entities ability to perform in accordance with the obligations
included in the regulatory agreement. If the entity meets the relevant performance targets
established by the regulator (eg customer service targets), then revenue will be determined
accordingly. If the entity exceeds or fails to meet these requirements they may earn incentives or
penalties which are then factored into future billings.

For example, in our UK regulatory contracts, if we earn an incentive for goad customer service it is
included in our ‘allowed revenue’ 2 years after we have performed that good customer service.
Under existing accounting standards, in the year of good customer service (year 1) we do not
recognise any benefit of this service to customers. 2 years later (year 3) when we bill customers we
recognise the incentive as revenue. However it is possible that in year 3 our customer service has
deteriorated to the extent that we incur a penalty which would be recognised in ‘allowed revenue’ 2
years later (year 5). Under current international accounting standards in this example, in year 3 we
recognise an increase in revenue related to good customer service even though operational
performance in that year was poor. This demonstrates the disconnect between economic and
financial performance created by current accounting standards.

If our proposal is adopted, whereby the performance obligations under the regulatory agreement
determine what revenue is earned (in this case providing good customer service), the financial
performance in the year is aligned with the economic and operational performance of the business
as summarised below.

Year I Year3 Year5

. Unsatisfactory
Operational Good customer Good customer

. customer
Performance service . service

service

Economic Incentive . Incentive
Penalty incurred

Performance earned eamed

Undercurrent accounting standards

. . Revenue Penalty
Finonciai .

Nil recognised recognised
Performance

when billed when billed

As proposed

. . Incentive Incentive
Financial Penalty

revenue . revenue
Performance recognised

accrued accrued

g

1%:
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4) Performance obligations in the regulatory contract are to the benefit of customers
Some of the performance obligations within the regulatory contract do not directly involve the
transfer of goods or services to a customer. For example, in our UK regulatory agreements, we are
required to maintain the asset health scores of our networks. Some commentators argue that as
these performance obligations do not involve the transfer of goods or services to a customer, no
revenue should be allocated to them or that no revenue should be recorded until a service is
provided to the customer.

We believe that this approach would lead to only ‘volume’ related variances being recognised as
regulatory assets and liabilities, and that most incentive mechanisms and other performance
obligations within the regulatory agreement would go unrecorded.

Our UK regulatory agreements include a significant portion of allowed revenue that would relate to
performance obligations that do not directly involve the transfer of goods or services to a customer.
For example, we are able to earn incentives or could incur penalties for measures of reliability,
safety, environmental impact, and efficiency of operations.

We maintain however that revenue should be allocated to these performance obligations as they
provide direct benefits to customers even if not via the transfer of a good or service. In the example
of asset health scores noted above, this underpins the reliability of the network (providing a benefit
to customers through on demand services) and the cost efficiency of our operations (providing
benefit to customers through reduced cost of service). Without this performance obligation a
regulated business is incentivised to minimise maintenance expense to maximise profit, to the
detriment of customers in the long run.

5) Recovery of many regulatory assets is highly probable

The assessment of the probability of recovery will depend on the nature of the item and the terms of
the regulatory agreement. In some cases the regulated businesses ability to collect may require
negotiation with the regulator and therefore may have a lower probability of recovery. However in
many instances, such as our regulatory agreements in the UK, the agreement clearly sets out the
terms under which regulatory assets may be collected and as such this process becomes largely
formulaic. In these instances the collection would be highly probable and arguably virtually certain.
The existence of differing probabilities of recovery between certain regulatory assets should not
preclude recognition by itself and could be dealt with in the recognition criteria of any guidance.

We believe our proposal to record regulatory assets in this way is consistent with the concepts of
variable consideration included in IFRS 15. The regulated business’ right to consideration exists,
even if it is dependent on some future contingent event.

That is, when viewing a regulated business as a going concern and the performance obligations
within the regulatory agreement as determining when revenue is earned, given the binding
regulatory agreement allows for future revenue adjustments as a result of past events, and knowing
that a customer base will continue to procure services (due to their essential nature and, as
discussed below, since changes in individual customers do not affect collectability), it is highly
probable that the allowed revenue will be collected in a future period.
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6) Exposure to customer risk is limited

While individual customers may change from time to time (eg a customer moves out of the service
area) or may default on their account, regulatory agreements generally include safeguards to
prevent the regulated business from suffering a loss from these events.

For example, the allowed revenue is allocated between whatever customers exist at that time. If
there are more or less customers this does not alter the revenue that the entity is entitled to earn.
Under- or over-collections are returned to customers that exist at that time the collection or
repayment is made. There is no requirement to collect or return from/to the customers that existed
at the time of the original under- or over-collection.

In relation to customer defaults, different regulatory agreements provide safeguards in different
ways. Within our regulatory agreements in the US, an amount of additional revenue is included in
the allowed revenue calculation to compensate for anticipated customer defaults based on historic
experience. In the UK, the nature of our customers (large supply companies rather than smaller end
use customers) means that there is less risk of default, but even still there are provisions to allow the
socialisation of a default if one were to occur.

How could our proposal work in practice?4

Allowed revenue per the regulatory agreement, for a given year, would be allocated between the
performance obligations included within the regulatory agreement and those performance
obligations would vary depending on the terms of the regulatory agreement. The allowed revenue
would then need to be allocated between each performance obligation.

Broad examples of the performance obligations included in our UK regulatory agreements and how
we may allocate revenue to those items is included in the table below.

Output measure Portion of revenue allocated
Provision of transmission and Depreciation on Regulated Asset Value (‘RAy’, known in
distribution services other regulatory jurisdictions as Rate Base or Regulated

Asset Base) and return on the equity portion of RAV
Ensuring the provision of a safe Incentives and penalties associated with safety
energy network
Maintaining the reliability of the Incentives and penalties associated with reliability
network
Reducing the environmental impact of Incentives and penalties associated with environmental
the company sustainability
Delivering high levels of customer and Incentives and penalties associated with customer
stakeholder satisfaction satisfaction
Connecting customers quickly and Incentives and penalties associated with customer
efficiently connections
Operating efficiently Retained portion of ‘fast money’ totex incentive mechanism
Compensation in consideration for Return on the debt portion of RAV
debt holdings
Other items Other revenue items

Examples given in this section are for illustrative purposes and are only a high level representation of how
revenue would be determined and allocated in practice.

11
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Below we provide two examples of the accounting recognition, one from the UK (customer
satisfaction) and one from the US (storm costs).

1) Incentive performance — eg customer satisfaction

In this example, assume that the regulatory agreement establishes an incentive for good customer
service. Customer service is measured annually through a customer survey, and if survey scores are
greaterthan an established threshold the entity may bill customers in a future period an additional
amount.

Under our proposed revenue model, the incentive would be recognised at the time that the
regulatory obligation had been satisfied, not when the customer is billed. The journals would be:

Period 1: Customer satisfaction incentive earned
Dr Accrued revenue asset
Cr Revenue

Period 2: Customer is billed for the incentive
Dr Accounts receivable
Cr Accrued revenue asset

2) Major storm costs for an electricity distribution company

In this example assume the regulatory agreement establishes a ‘storm fund’. This allows the
regulated utility to include in rates charged to customers an amount related to potential future
storm repair costs.

Under our proposed revenue model, the amounts charged to customer related to the storm fund
would not be ‘earned’ at the time they are billed as the company has not satisfied the performance
obligation under the regulatory agreement (performing repairs to the network following a storm).

lfwe take this example further, and now assume that a storm occurs in period 2, however the cost
of the repairs is greater than the amount of the storm fund, then under our proposed revenue
model the company recognises the amount in the storm fund as revenue and then further accrues
revenue in accordance with the terms of the regulatory agreement for the additional revenues that
will be billed in a future period.

The journals for this example would be:

Period 1: Storm fund established, customers are billed
Dr Accounts Receivable
Cr Unearned revenue liability

Period 2: Storm occurs, costs greater than storm fund balance
Dr Unearned revenue liability
Dr Accrued revenue asset
Cr Revenue

Period 3: Additional costs charged to customers
Dr Accounts Receivable
Cr Accrued revenue asset

12
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Question 8
Does your organisation carry out activities that are subject to defined rate regulation? If so, what
operational issues should the IASB consider if it decides to develop any specific accounting guidance
or requirements?

There will be many operational challenges in adopting specific accounting requirements for rate
regulated activities including potential system changes, discussions with regulators and other
authorities that rely on the accounts (eg tax authorities) and in rare cases data may not be readily
available or reliably measured. As a result, the lASB should consider an extended implementation
period for any new standard or guidance, however we strongly believe the benefits to users of
reporting the effects of rate regulation in the financial statements will outweigh the costs.

That said, the lASS should take care not to overburden preparers with unnecessary disclosures. As
set out in our response to question 1, determining the level of disclosure should be principles based
to allow preparers to determine what is meaningful in the context of their business. A rules based
approach that mandates disclosure of individual assets and liabilities or disclosures disaggregated by
regulatory agreement may be burdensome to preparers and is unlikely to be useful to users of the
accounts.

Question 9
If, after considering the feedback from this Discussion Paper and the Conceptual Framework project,
the IASB decides to prohibit the recognition of regulatory deferral account balances in IFRS financial
statements, do you think that the lASS should consider developing specific disclosure-only
requirements? If not, why not? If so, please specify what type of information you think would be
relevant to investors and lenders in making their investing or lending decisions and why.

We believe this would be a disappointing outcome and would be to the detriment of both preparers
and users of the accounts. We firmly believe that to be most useful, general purpose financial
statements must faithfully represent the economic performance and position of the entity. As
regulation becomes more sophisticated, a trend we are seeing in our own business and elsewhere,
financial statements prepared in accordance with international accounting standards are at risk of
becoming obsolete.

We are concerned that a disclosure only approach may be pursued to appease conflicting interests,
however we believe disclosures should principally be used to provide additional information to help
users understand the transactions and balances recorded in the financial statements, not to provide
new information in its own right. Further a disclosure only standard risks creating confusion among
users of the financial statements as they try to create their own ‘economic’ statements of
performance and position.
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Question 10
Sections 2 and 6 discuss some of the information needs of users of general purpose financial
statements. The IASB will seek to balance the needs of users of financial statements for information
about the financial effects of rate regulation on an entity’s operations with concerns about
obscuring the understandability of financial statements and the high preparation costs that can
result from lengthy disclosures (see paragraph 2.27).
(a) If the IASB decides to develop specific accounting requirements for all entities that are subject to
defined rate regulation, to what extent do you think the requirements of IRS 14 meet the
information needs of investors and lenders? Is there any additional information that you think
should be required? If so, please specify and explain how investors or lenders are likely to use that
information.
(b) Do you think that any of the disclosure requirements of IRS 14 could be omitted or modified in
order to reduce the cost of compliance with the requirements, without omitting information that
helps users of financial statements to make informed investing or lending decisions? If so, please
specify and explain the reasons for your answer.

IFRS 14 is an interim solution based on recognising regulatory assets/liabilities which companies had
been recognising prior to their transition to IRS. As such the disclosure requirements were very
detailed to allow users to remove the effects of these items when comparing companies.

Once appropriate recognition and measurement criteria are established and consistently applied by
regulated businesses, we believe the need for disclosures at this level of detail will not be required.

As regards disclosures, we believe that the operational burden IRS 14 places on preparers is not
justified by the benefit to users of the accounts. Indeed, we believe any benefits to users are
reduced by the degree of clutter created by the disclosures. Where an entity is involved in many rate
regulated activities under the jurisdiction of different regulators, the disclosures would cover many
pages. The resulting rate regulated activities disclosures would be out of proportion in the context of
the financial statements as a whole and do not focus on the information users need.

Please also refer to our response to question 1.
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nationaigrid
Responses: Reporting the Financial Effects of Rate Regulation

Question 11
IFRS 14 requires any regulatory deferral account balances that have been recognised to be
presented separately from the assets and liabilities recognised in the statement of financial position
in accordance with other Standards. Similarly, the net movements in regulatory deferral account
balances are required to be presented separately from the items of income and expense recognised
in the statement(s) of profit or loss and other comprehensive income.

If the IASB develops specific accounting requirements that would apply to both existing IFRS
preparers and first-time adopters of IFRS, and those requirements resulted in the recognition of
regulatory balances in the statement offinancial position, what advantages or disadvantages do you
envisage if the separate presentation required by IFRS 14 was to be applied?

We agree that good quality disclosures are required and support the IASB’s efforts to ensure that
the disclosure requirements established are sufficient to meet the needs of users.

However we do not support the separate disclosure of amounts related to rate regulated activities in
the primary statements. Such amounts are part of the normal activities of a rate regulated entity and
there is no reason to report amounts separately from other amounts that also form part of normal
business activity. We do not believe that regulation creates a new category of transaction, rather it is
consistent with the existing concepts of accrued revenue and unearned revenue5. As a result, the
effect of transactions recognised under any new guidance should be reported with those items in
revenue in the statement of profit or loss and in receivables and payables in the statement of
financial position.

Adding lines to the primary statements adds to clutter and creates an artificial distinction in the
nature of the transaction, which is less helpful to users. Additional disclosures in the notes to the
accounts to differentiate the amounts recorded within the primary statements would be
appropriate. We have provided some detail as to what those disclosures could entail in our
response to question 1.

Our response here is written in accordance with our view that a revenue model to recognising the financial
effects of rate regulation is followed.
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National Grid plc
Responses; Reporting the Financial Effects of Rate Regulation

Question 12
Section 4 describes the distinguishing features of defined rate regulation. This description is
intended to provide a common starting point for a more focused discussion about whether this type
of rate regulation creates a combination of rights and obligations for which specific accounting
guidance or requirements should be developed.

Paragraph 4.73 suggests that the existence of a rate regulator whose role and authority is
established in legislation or other formal regulations is an important feature of defined rate
regulation. Do you think that this is a necessary condition in order to create enforceable rights or
obligations, or do you think that co-operatives or similar entities, which operate under sell-imposed
rate regulation with the same features as defined rate regulation (see paragraphs 7.6—7.9), should
also be included within defined rate regulation? If not, why not? If so, do you think that such co
operatives should be included within the scope of defined rate regulation only if they are subject to
formal oversight from a government department or other authorised body?

No response provided.

No response provided.

Question 13
Paragraphs 7.11—7.22 highlight some of the issues that the IASB may consider if it continues to
progress this project.

Do you have any comments or suggestions on these or any other issues that may or may not have
been raised in this Discussion Paper that you think the IASB should consider if it decides to develop
proposals for any specific accounting requirements for rate-regulated activities?
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